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Via Spallanzani - Zona Industriale 3
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													Since 1986, Mclore has been operational as one of the first firms in Europe to design and produce flight cases. Right from the early years of its activities, Mclore gained the trust and favour of major world corporations operating in a broad range of sectors. As a provider also of items such as splitters, multipolar cables, connectors and so forth, Mclore became well known not only in TV and recording studios, pop and rock musicians’ tours, but also in technological sectors, from the electronic and mechanical industry to the top racing teams. When the production line was consolidated in the 1990s, raw materials such as carbon and kevlar, as well as other technologically important materials, were adopted for flight case production. 


		
									

								

								
									
													Mclore has always focussed on product quality and innovation. It can provide a vast range of solutions for all transport and storage needs, and can fully guarantee these solutions in terms of their durability. Mclore products are designed and manufactured in conformity with the standards applying to transport and stowage in high fire-risk areas. The flexibility of the R20 systems designed, patented and manufactured by Mclore enables production even of single flight cases at reasonable prices − all of a peerlessly high quality standard. Our customers can therefore select exactly the kind of flight case they need, in terms of characteristics and dimensions. A flight case can be also silk-screen printed for customisation purposes.
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